
Reduce Fuel and Maintenance Costs
with Driving Micro Patterns 

Micro Patterns Intelligence™

AI 3.0



About



47% of the Fleet TCO Driven by Driver Behavior

35% difference in fuel 
consumption between 
a good driver and a 
poor driver

Huge savings in repair 
costs from reductions in 
hard acceleration and 
deceleration

Harsh braking and 
sudden acceleration 
leads to 75% increase in 
tire costs.

Flattening the accelerator 
leads to more crashes, 
more claims and larger 
claims.

OBDII Data Intelligence All problems have clear patterns in the OBDII granular time 
series data that can be identified, monitored and predicted



Value of Granular Time Series Data

▪ Sensors and devices (CAN Loggers) collect the “heartbeats” of everything

▪ Knowing the good and the bad “heartbeats” is gold

▪ By monitoring the “heartbeats” you can save or make money
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The Value of Identifying Meaningful Shapes

Meaningless Recognizable Monetizable



Range of Opportunities to Monetize OBDII Data



Pulling the Golden Nuggets from The Haystack   Drivers’ Footprints & 
Engine Health:

OBDII data is like ECG, 
contains good and bad 
“heartbeats”.

Put the expert in the 
loop to detect and 
catalogue heartbeats.

Google-like pattern 
search monitors in real 
time millions of events. 

Standardize
Operating Patterns 

Benchmark
Adherence

Monitor to
Monetize



Pattern Search Can Find  Operational Issues Precisely 
when they Occur

How It Works?

Machine profile data to 
identify distinct pattern 
categories

Review  categories 
with experts to 
catalogue meaningful 
patterns

Monitor and report 
occurrences to save costs 
and improve safety
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Single 
Pattern Search 

Correlated 
Patterns Search

Artificial Logical 
Networks



Shape Examples in OBDII Data
(Steering Wheel Angle & Speed Can Signal Sudden Maneuvering)



Shape Examples in OBDII Data
(Acceleration and Fuel Concumption)



Driver Benchmarking



Our Approach



R&D

Face Detection Gesture Detection 

Object Detection Process Monitoring 

Shape Intelligence: Learning the Language of Machine Data

“Past DARPA AI 

investments facilitated 

the advancement of 

"first wave" (rule and 

"second wave" 

(statistical learning 

based) AI 

technologies. DARPA is 

now interested in 

researching and 

developing "third 

wave" AI theory and 

applications that 

address the limitations 

of first and second 

wave technologies.”



R&DShape Intelligence: Learning the Language of Machine Data

How do humans and 
machines learn the 

differences between 
these two shapes?

Human Learning:

▪Recognize shape 

differences immediately

▪Learn the differences from 

a few examples

▪Identify known shapes 

instantly

Machine Learning:

▪Requires thousands of 

pictures to train the model

▪All pictures have to be 

labeled precisely by 

humans

▪Small shape differences 

confuse machines



R&DAlleviating the Key Pain Points of Machine Learning



R&DPeer-Reviewed Research and R&D Grants

Joint R&D grant with University 
College London for robotic surgery 
gesture detection and optimization 

Grant for chronic pain pattern 
detection and management



R&DPeer-Reviewed Research & Books



Standardize Driving Behaviors with 
Micro Patterns Benchmarking Micro Patterns Intelligence™


